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 You have already taken the first step, and I'll show you the way to a stronger and happier edition
of yourself. Scanning this book could be life changing, nevertheless, you need to be prepared for
the switch, and more importantly, prepared to BE THE CHANGE! Are you desperately searching for
solid ground which to rebuild? Do you wish to be inspired to not simply exist but to business lead a
lifestyle that you could be proud of? Do you want to ultimately end up being the hero of your story?
Although this book is an individual story about my trip with breast cancer, it's been cautiously and
thoughtfully written for anyone who offers been knocked over by tragedy or reduction. How do I
take the first step to get it? Stop and ask yourself what cause you to this book: “ the question is
what will you do with this inspiration? Think of this book as a lifeline to your best self, the part that
clings to the life that you were usually likely to lead, valuing what and who really matters most for
you.”When did I decide that my life was worth saving?Buy Now" As an authorized Clinical Social
Employee and Breast Cancer survivor, I've spent a lot of time in meetings or appointments
specifically focused on reorganizing, restructuring, and/or rebuilding one’s business, existence, or
priorities. But the question remains: just how many individuals or organizations actually make change
happen? RECONSTRUCTION: Defying cancer and creating a more purposeful lifestyle, will provide
for both the inspiration and knowledge to take the following steps:*Increase your self-confidence and
specific identity*Reprioritize your life and focus on what really issues*Live in the minute*Create a far
more resilient YOU*Let go of what is holding you back*Uncover your amazing personal*Become
Amazing! Perhaps you have or someone you understand experienced loss, tragedy, or trauma?
You can be inspired after reading this reserve;What am I searching for? Your Journey Starts With
the Click of the " Together with your dedication and focus, you too, can stand in sunlight. Button!**A
part of the arises from the sale of the book will be donated directly to a charitable foundation.
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Perspective is priceless Breast cancer is about both sides of my family. Weaver was willing to share
her most vulnerable occasions so truthfully with me. This reserve will touch and inspire whoever has
just received a medical diagnosis of a lifestyle threatening illness, somebody who is definitely facing
an obstacle that they fear will take them down and those who want to know very well what fighting
for your life looks and feels like. 13 years ago both my mom and maternal grandmother had been
diagnosed within months of every other. Both survived, but I was still terrified. Then when a dear
friend, my age group, was diagnosed a few years ago, my concern with getting breast tumor
became even more real to me.Until I read Melissa Weaver's reserve, 'Reconstruction,' I only had
access to the outward ramifications of breast cancer, its impact on family and friends, and drip
drops that my mother, grandmother and friend shared. I had no idea of living with it, but what I
viewed only added to my fears. This story isn't just focused on one woman's triumph however the
victory she experienced with her family members and, if anything, leaves you with a sense of
gratitude in the end. Ms..By enough time I read the last page of 'Reconstruction', I finally understood
what it means "to have cancer" from the other side because Ms. I under no circumstances fulfilled
my paternal grandmother. By doing this, she opened my mind and heart so I could see another
way to frame having cancers rather than mindlessly fearing it. I highly recommend 'Reconstruction'
to whoever has cancers, but I definitely recommend it to anyone who understands anyone who has
or acquired malignancy. The perspective she provides is definitely priceless. It is so hard to exist to
the fullest with all the current background noise, however your phrases make me wish to listen in
more and live in the here and today.. But the simple fact is that this book is for
everybody!triumphant! A definite must examine.My heart hurt as I read your tale - and my center
sang as I watched a woman We don’t even know operate and claim her existence!"My words to
Melissa Weaver upon reading her incredibly natural, honest, compassionate tale of loss and,
moreover, GAIN. Melissa Weaver really can be courageous as she holds nothing back in her story
of battling malignancy and the interactions that compelled her to continue living. It explained I was
going to read a story, that of one woman's fight through the increased loss of a child and the tumor
which would challenge her very core only a short while later, which could have me cheering at the
end.Thank you to get your projects Melissa Weaver - you are an inspiration!. Inspirational Melissa
your heart and words are beautiful. Natural, honest, compassionate….your tale can help other
women to understand that they can and they WILL survive. She had currently had several traumas
in her existence and mow Malignancy. She describes her journey within an articulate, witty and
moving way, providing support, wish and inspiration throughout her entire story.That this reserve
starts with a declaration of gratitude for her cancer gave me chills. This book is approximately LOSS
and GAIN since it weaves you through the pain of losing a kid, dealing with tumor and to overcome
impossible odds by the end.The writing is top notch and speaks to you just like you are right there
with Melissa, having a conversation and hearing her story personally. Now I can truthfully state that
for the first time in my life, breast cancers doesn't scare me any longer. Life is unpredictable we
hardly ever know what will probably be handed to us therefore, in Melissa's case, you can either
surrender or push through it. Melissa's love and dedication to her wife and children is normally
inspiring and her message is normally fabulous. "I am in awe of your strength, your committed want
to Suzi as well as your daughters, as well as your commitment and determination to Survive this
trauma. A must read, cannot put it straight down!. The tale is inspirational at the minimum and
teaches us the most important human lesson of most: Love conquers all. I also adored reading
about the Front Row Foundation, I've not heard of this prior to Melissa's story and they are amazing.
Melissa has woven journal entries from the actual period she was battling breast malignancy with
her current post-treatment insights, perspective, and wisdom. I am in awe that this is her first book,



since it seems like she has been writing for years. your beautiful, raw I have recently been identified
as having Breast Cancer (lumpectomy scheduled weekly from Tuesday) which book, your beautiful,
natural, honest and inspirational reserve came at an ideal period. I am feeling every one of the
feelings you felt and it made me somehow feel "normal" again. That is a must browse for anyone
who is going through anything life changing. MANY THANKS for this!! Building a new life I gave this
reserve a five star rating. This amazing shift in perspective led to her ability to both recover and fulfill
her very best dreams. I learned a lot about Cancers and how it results your life and those around
you. Like conquors all in this story of courage, bravery and building a lifestyle of purpose! This
publication helped with ideas you or another person you know may need. Viewing her regain her
existence was an excellent story.. Melissa writes about the events that inform her lifestyle with
grace, beauty, and strength. Recommend this book to everyone..Many thanks for your work.
Beautifully written. I really believe it is a difficult problem to live your very best lifestyle, we get rid of
ourselves so easily particularly when you possess a loss, and Melissa demonstrates with the right
tools you can overcome almost anything. We was amazed at the raw honesty, courage and
emotional bravery that story represented. This publication is usually a must-read for anyone
encountering a terrifying and uncertain scenario in life as Melissa presents light and clearness from
her personal life's journey. Reconstruction: Defying Cancer and Rebuilding a far more Purposeful
Lifestyle .. Weaver's story, her powerful words and her gorgeous, courageous warrior spirit
motivated me to re-form my fearful romantic relationship with breast malignancy into one which is
constructive. I gained new insight in to the lifestyle of a dear friend and fellow breasts cancer
survivor. This memoir provides her tale that illuminates a map of self discovery and defying the
words of doctors and the echo of personal strength. The result of this trip and comprehensive
transformation for that which was a loss of life sentence into a journey and mission and battle cry
for living. It is important. Raw, honest. Many thanks to be brave enough to share the inner most part
of yourself. Open, honest inspiring account Open, honest account of surviving and then choosing to
thrive in face of cancer. She died from it when she was 47 years old (the age I will be in three
months), and all I knew developing up was that breast malignancy killed people and I was terrified
to getting it. Melissa writes about the events that inform her life with ... Must-read for anyone
experiencing a terrifying and uncertain circumstance in life. Reconstruction: Defying Cancers and
Rebuilding a far more Purposeful Existence by Melissa Powell Weaver speaks to the core of
everyone's hopes and fears . She's overcome so much and is an inspiration to all who read this.
Read and reconstruct your daily life! I can understand that those who have been diagnosed with
cancer and cancers survivors would advantage greatly from this book.. Anyone who has
confronted adversity would benefit from reading this. This publication goes right to your heart and
you also end up going for a great look at your life and the choices you must make a difference.
That is a true tale, told by an incredible human being, turning up in the world and guiding us
towards a brighter future! This amazing shift in perspective led to her ability to both . I possibly could
not put this publication down, strategy and simple it was natural, emotional and uplifting.. In her
publication, Melissa recounts her trip into, and out of, cancer. However, on a deeper level, she
moved out of something deeper than physical affliction, and uncovered more than physical curing.
Specifically, she moved from fear and inner alienation to a feeling of gratitude forever, purpose, and
a stronger version of herself. It was very well written. I particularly liked how she applied self-
treatment, compassion and the practice of journaling and research. No matter our setbacks, we
become free whenever we practice acceptance and start proactively taking action and living from a
location of purpose. Excellent book, and will undoubtedly be a way to obtain inspiration for many!
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